
Palm Pointe’s second grade teachers:

Carrie Lloyd
Maria Callejas

Amy Daniel
Carline Jean

Rosary Polanco
Melissa Sanchez
Allison Snyder
Terra Zdenek



100 book challenge:
 Differentiated instruction

 Students can choose what books interest them on 
their level

 1 step= 15 minutes

 Students will read two steps in school and 2 steps at 
home daily

 Please log books that are read and initial daily

 Teachers will periodically conference with students

and set goals to support mastery and possible reading 
level advancement



2nd Grade Writing Curriculum



The 2nd grade Writing curriculum 
will include:

 Narrative Writing : recounting a personal or fictional

experience or telling a story based on a real or imaginary events.

 Informational/ Explanatory Writing: giving information, explaining how

or why, clarifying a process, or defining a concept.

 Focus: main idea, theme, or unifying point.

 Organization: structure or plan of development.

 Support/Details: details to explain, clarify, or define.

 Conventions: punctuation, capitalization, spelling, proper grammar usage, and sentence 
structure.

 Legible handwriting, correct spelling of grade level words, proper grammar .



Using Curriculum Associates i-Ready Adaptive 
Learning System



 *i-Ready is a three tiered adaptive instructional tool beginning with the Diagnostic 
Assessment administered 3 times per year.  This assessment adjusts to each student based 
upon their responses, and presents tasks that represent the student’s learning potential.

 *An individualized lesson path is created based upon the Diagnostic.  Students will 
encounter “productive struggle,” and multiple ways to solve a problem to develop critical 
thinking.  MORE IS NOT BETTER; 45 minutes per week is where research has shown that 
the most learning gains are made. This allows students to digest and internalize the 
concepts and learning.

 *Teachers utilize student reports to adjust instruction, and create small groups that target 
skills for remediation or, provide more challenging lessons.
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